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Abstract
We implemented a gradient-based algorithm for
transition state search which uses Gaussian pro-
cess regression (GPR). Besides a description
of the algorithm we provide a method to find
the starting point for the optimization if only
the reactant and product minima are known.
We perform benchmarks on 27 test systems
against the dimer method and partitioned ra-
tional function optimization (P-RFO) as im-
plemented in the DL-FIND library. We found
the new optimizer to significantly decrease the
number of required energy and gradient evalu-
ations.
Introduction
The investigation of reaction mechanisms is a
central goal in theoretical chemistry. Any reac-
tion can be characterized by its potential energy
surface (PES) E(~x), the energy depending on
the nuclear coordinates of all atoms. Minima
on the PES correspond to reactants and prod-
ucts. The minimum-energy path, the path of
lowest energy that connects two minima, can be
seen as an approximation to the mean reaction
path. It proceeds through a first-order saddle
point (SP). Such a SP is the point of highest
energy along the minimum-energy path. The
energy difference between a minimum and a SP
connected to the minimum is the reaction bar-
rier, which can be used in transition state the-
ory to calculate reaction rate constants. SPs are
typically located by iterative algorithms, with
the energy and its derivatives calculated by
electronic structure methods in each iteration.
Thus, SP searches are typically the computa-
tionally most expensive procedures in the theo-
retical study of reaction mechanisms. Thus, ef-
ficient black-box algorithms are required to in-
crease the efficiency of such simulations. Here,
we present such an algorithm based on machine
learning techniques.
A fist-order saddle point is characterized by a
vanishing gradient of the energy with respect to
all coordinates and a single negative eigenvalue
of the respective Hessian. The eigenmode ~vmin
corresponding to that negative eigenvalue is the
transition mode, a tangent of the minimum-
energy path. The SP can be seen as an approx-
imation of the transition state. While a general
transition state is a surface that encapsulates
the reactant minimum, the lowest-energy point
on such a general transition state that mini-
mizes recrossing is in many cases a fist-order
SP. Thus, a SP is often referred to as transition
structure or simply as transition state (TS).
Since the search for transition states is such a
central task in computational chemistry, many
algorithms have been proposed. The most gen-
eral one is probably a full Newton search. This
has the disadvantage that it converges to any
SP, not necessarily first-order ones. Moreover,
it requires to calculate the Hessian of the poten-
tial energy with respect to the coordinates at
each step, which is computationally rather ex-
pensive. An algorithm, which also requires Hes-
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sian information, but converges specifically to
first-order SPs is the partitioned rational func-
tion optimization1 (P-RFO), which is based on
the rational function approximation to the en-
ergy of the RFO method.2 It typically shows
excellent convergence properties, but its re-
quirement for Hessians renders P-RFO imprac-
tical in many cases. Algorithms that find first-
order SPs without Hessian information are the
so-called minimum mode following methods.3
They find ~vmin by rotating a dimer on the
PES4 or the Lanczos method.5,6 By reversing
the component of the force ~F in the direc-
tion of ~vmin one can build a new force ~F
eff =
~F − 2(~F ·~vmin)~vmin that takes the algorithms to
a first-order SP.
Previous work compared P-RFO and
gradient-based minimum mode following meth-
ods and found the latter to be advantageous
in many cases.7 Even if they need more steps
until convergence, this is compensated by the
fact that no Hessians have to be calculated.
The P-RFO-based optimization technique we
present in this paper locates SPs without Hes-
sian information. It uses energy and gradient
information in the methodology of Gaussian
process regression (GPR).8 This allows us to
use P-RFO on an interpolated PES that is much
cheaper to evaluate than the original PES with-
out ever calculating Hessians on the original
PES. Kernel-based methods like GPR are in-
creasingly used in theoretical chemistry to pre-
dict different kinds of chemical properties.9–18
Among these are minimization algorithms on
the PES,19,20 in some cases even without the re-
quirement for analytical gradients.19 Especially
interesting for our case is that GPR was al-
ready used to search for SPs: the efficiency of
the nudged elastic band method (NEB)21,22 was
drastically improved using GPR.23,24 In con-
trast to that approach, we use a surface walking
algorithm, focusing on the SP rather than op-
timizing the whole path.
Sometimes it can be difficult to make a good
first guess for the SP to start the algorithm. For
the NEB method a procedure was introduced
to provide a starting path using only geometri-
cal properties of the system at two known min-
ima. It is called image-dependent pair potential
(IDPP).25 If we know the two minima that the
wanted TS connects, we will make use of that
potential to find an initial guess for our TS to
start the optimization.
This paper is organized as follows. We briefly
introduce the methodology of GPR in the next
section. Subsequently we describe in detail
how our optimizations make use of GPR. Then
we show some benchmarks of the new opti-
mizer and compare it to the well-established
dimer method and P-RFO in DL-FIND.26,27
The complete algorithm presented in this paper
is implemented in DL-FIND and accessible via
ChemShell.28,29 The code will be made publicly
available.
All properties in this paper are expressed in
atomic units (Bohr for positions and distances,
Hartree for energies), unless other units are
specified.
Methods
Gaussian process regression. The idea of
GPR is described at length in the literature8
and we will only briefly review the basic idea.
One can build a surrogate model for the PES
using N energies E1, E2, ..., EN at certain con-
figurations of the molecule ~x1, ~x2, ..., ~xN ∈ Rd.
These configurations are called training points.
In Cartesian coordinates the dimension d of
the system is d = 3n, while n is the num-
ber of atoms in the system. The key element
of the GPR scheme is the covariance function
k(~xi, ~xj). The covariance function describes the
covariance between two random variables at the
points ~xi and ~xj that take on the value of the
energies. In simplified terms, the covariance
function is a similarity measure between these
two energies. In our case we use a form of the
Mate´rn covariance function30
kM(r) =
(
1 +
√
5r
l
+
5r2
3l2
)
exp
[
−
√
5r
l
]
(1)
in which we abbreviated r = |~xi − ~xj|. The pa-
rameter l describes a characteristic length scale
of the Gaussian process (GP). It determines
how strongly the covariance between two ran-
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dom variables (describing energies) decreases
with distance.
Given a prior estimate Eprior(~x) of the PES,
before we have included the training points in
the interpolation, one can build the GPR-PES
as follows.
E(~x) =
N∑
n=1
wnk(~x, ~xn) + Eprior(~x) (2)
The vector ~w = (w1 w2 ... wN)
T is the solution
of the linear system
N∑
n=1
Kmnwn = Em − Eprior(~xm) (3)
for all m = 1, 2, ..., N . The elements
Kmn = k(~xm, ~xn) + σ
2
eδmn (4)
are the entries of the so called covariance matrix
K in which δmn is the Kronecker delta. The
parameter σe describes a noise that one assumes
on the energy data. If one includes gradients
in the scheme, one can introduce an additional
parameter σg for the noise on the gradient data.
Since the kernel function is the only depen-
dency of x, we can obtain gradients and Hes-
sians of the GPR-PES. For the first derivative
in dimension k, i.e. in the direction of the k-th
unit vector we get
dE(~x)
dxk
=
N∑
n=1
wn
dk(~x, ~xn)
dxk
(5)
and similarly
d2E(~x)
dxkdxl
=
N∑
n=1
wn
d2k(~x, ~xn)
dxkdxl
(6)
for second derivatives, in dimensions k and l.
In a previous paper we explicitly describe how
one can include gradient information into this
scheme.20 In this paper we always use energy
and gradient information at the training points.
In order to build the GPR-PES we then have to
solve a linear system with a covariance matrix
of size N(d + 1). We solve this linear system
via Cholesky decomposition. This yields a scal-
ing of O (N3d3). In our case we can decrease
the formal scaling to O (d3) with a multi-level
approach described below.
The optimization algorithm. In our opti-
mization algorithm we take a similar approach
as the P-RFO optimizer and built up a surro-
gate model for the PES. In contrast to P-RFO
we only use energy and gradient information.
We do not need any second derivatives. We use
GPR to build the surrogate model by interpo-
lating the energy and gradient information we
obtain along the optimization procedure. On
the resulting GPR-PES we can cheaply obtain
the Hessian and therefore, also perform a P-
RFO optimization. Our algorithm can be seen
as a GPR-based extension to P-RFO to dis-
pense the need for Hessian evaluations. The re-
sult is used to predict a SP on the real PES.
We perform all optimizations in Cartesian co-
ordinates.
Convergence criteria. We call the vector
that points from the last estimate of the TS to
the current estimate of the TS the step vector
~s, while the gradient at the current estimate of
the TS is referred to as ~g. DL-FIND uses a com-
bination of convergence criteria, given a single
tolerance value, δ. The highest absolute value
of all entries and the Euclidean norm of both,
~g and ~s, have to drop below certain thresholds:
max
i
(gi) < δmax(g) := δ (7)
|~g|
d
< δ|g| :=
2
3
δ (8)
max
i
(si) < δmax(s) := 4 δ (9)
|~s|
d
< δ|s| :=
8
3
δ (10)
In these equations d stands for the number of
dimensions in the system. If all these criteria are
fulfilled, the TS is considered to be converged.
These are the same criteria that are used for
other TS optimizers in DL-FIND.
Parameters. We chose a length scale of l =
20 during all optimization runs. The noise pa-
rameters were chosen as σe = σg = 10
−7. De-
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spite accounting for numerical errors in the elec-
tronic structure calculations they also function
as regularization parameters to guarantee con-
vergence of the solution in Equation (3). We
chose the noise parameters as small as possible
without compromising the stability of the sys-
tem. We generally found small values for the
noise parameters to work better for almost all
systems. As the prior mean, Eprior(~x), of Equa-
tion (2), we set the mean value of all training
points.
Eprior(~x) =
1
N
N∑
i=1
Ei (11)
The parameter smax, the maximum step size,
must be specified by the user.
Converging the transition mode. We
start the optimization at an initial guess ~xtrans0
for the SP. At this point we obtain an approx-
imate Hessian from a GPR-PES constructed
from gradient calculations. This is done in such
a way that we try to converge the eigenvector to
the smallest eigenvalue of the Hessian, the tran-
sition mode ~v. An estimate of that transition
mode at the point ~xtrans0 is found according to
the following procedure, which is the equivalent
of dimer rotations in the dimer method.
1. Calculate the energy and the gradient at
the point ~xtrans0 and also at the point
~xrot1 = ~x
trans
0 +
∆
|~v0|~v0 (12)
with ~v0 arbitrarily chosen. We generally
chose ~v0 = (1 1 ... 1)
T . The results are
included as training points in a new GPR-
PES. We set ∆ = 0.1 for our optimizer.
Let i = 1.
2. Evaluate the Hessian Hi(x
trans
0 ) of the re-
sulting GPR-PES at the point ~xtrans0 .
3. Compute the smallest eigenvalue of Hi
and the corresponding eigenvector ~vi.
4. As soon as∣∣∣∣ (~vi · ~vi−1)|~vi| · |~vi−1|
∣∣∣∣ > 1− δrtol (13)
we assume that the transition mode is
converged, this procedure is terminated,
and we move ~xtrans0 on the PES as we de-
scribe in the next section.
5. If the transition mode is not converged,
calculate the energy and gradient at the
point
~xroti+1 = ~x
trans
0 +
∆
|~vi|~vi (14)
and include the results to build a new
GPR-PES. Increment i by one and go
back to step 2.
The procedure to converge the transition mode
is not repeated after each movement of ~xtrans
on the PES but only after 50 such moves. In
these cases we start at the second step of the
described procedure with the evaluation of the
Hessian at the respective point. The initial
guess for the transition mode after 50 steps is
the vector ~vi of the last optimization of the tran-
sition mode. We use δrtol = 10
−4 (an angle
smaller than 0.81◦) at the very first point x0
and δrtol = 10
−3 (an angle smaller than 2.56◦)
at every subsequent point at which we want to
converge the transition mode.
Performing steps on the PES. In agree-
ment with the minimum-mode following meth-
ods we assume that we have enough Hessian-
information available to move on the PES to
the SP as soon as the transition mode is found.
We call the points that are a result from these
movements on the PES ~xtransi , with i = 0, 1, ....
The points ~xtransi correspond to the midpoints
in the dimer method. We use a user-defined
parameter smax to limit the step size along the
optimization. The step size can never be larger
than smax. The steps on the PES, starting at
the point ~xtransj , are performed according to the
following procedure.
1. Find the SP on the GPR-PES using a P-
RFO optimizer. This optimization on the
GPR-PES is stopped if one of the follow-
ing criteria is fulfilled.
• The step size of this optimization is
below δmax(s)/50.
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• We found a negative eigenvalue
(smaller than −10−10) and the high-
est absolute value of all entries of
the gradient on the GPR-PES drops
below δmax(g)/100.
• The Euclidean distance between
the currently estimated TS and the
starting point of the P-RFO opti-
mization is larger than 2smax.
If none of these are fulfilled after 100 P-
RFO steps, we use a simple dimer transla-
tion. The dimer translation is done until
one of the criteria above is fulfilled or the
Euclidean distance between the currently
estimated TS and the starting point is
larger than smax. The P-RFO method
converged in less than 100 steps in all of
the presented test cases of this paper.
2. Overshooting the estimated step, accord-
ing to the overshooting procedures de-
scribed in the next section, resulting in
~xtransj+1 .
3. Calculate the energy and gradient at
~xtransj+1 and build a new GPR-PES.
The used P-RFO implementation for this pro-
cedure is the same as used in DL-FIND (with
Hessians of the GPR-PES re-calculated in each
step). P-RFO tries to find the modes cor-
responding to overall translation and rotation
of the system and ignores them. Numerically,
it is not always clear which modes these are.
Therefore, we found it to be very beneficial to
project the translational modes out of the in-
ferred Hessian. This yields translational eigen-
values that are numerically zero. Otherwise,
the TS search via P-RFO tends to translate the
whole molecule, leading to an unnecessary large
step size.
Overshooting. As we have done in the op-
timization algorithm for minimum search,20 we
try to shift the area in which we predict the
SP to an interpolation regime rather than an
extrapolation regime. This is because machine
learning methods perform poorly in extrapola-
tion. The overshooting is done, dependent on
the angle between the vectors along the opti-
mization: let ~s ′N be the vector from the point
~xtransN−1 to the next estimate for the TS accord-
ing to the first step in the procedure described
in the previous section. Let ~sN−1 be the vec-
tor pointing from ~xtransN−2 to ~x
trans
N−1 . If ~x
trans
N−1 = ~x0,
the point ~xtransN is simply calculated according to
the procedure described in the previous section
with no overshooting. We calculate an angle
αN =
(~sN−1 · ~s ′N)
|~sN−1||~s ′N |
(15)
and introduce a scaling factor
λ(αN) = 1 + (λmax − 1)
(
αN − 0.9
1− 0.9
)4
(16)
that scales
~sN = λ(αN)~s
′
N (17)
as soon as αN > 0.9. The scaling limit λmax is
chosen to be 5. But it is reduced if the algo-
rithm is close to convergence and it is increased
if αN > 0.9 for two consecutive steps, i.e. we
overshoot more than once in a row. We refer
to our previous work for a more detailed de-
scription of the calculation of λmax.
20 We also
use the separate dimension overshooting pro-
cedure from that paper: if the value of a co-
ordinate along the steps ~xtransi changed mono-
tonically for the last 20 steps, a one dimen-
sional GP is used to represent the development
of this coordinate along the optimization. It is
optimized, independent from the other coordi-
nates. To account for coupling between the co-
ordinates in succeeding optimization steps this
procedure is suspended for 20 steps after it was
performed. After these two overshooting pro-
cedures the step is scaled down to smax. The
chosen overshooting procedures might seem too
aggressive at first glance. But the accuracy of
the GPR-PES is largely improved if we over-
shoot the real TS. This is a crucial difference
to conventional optimizers: a step that is too
large/in the wrong direction can still be used
to improve the next estimate of the TS.
Multi-level GPR. Just like in our previous
work20 we include a multi-level scheme to re-
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duce the computational effort of the GPR. A
more detailed explanation of the multi-level ap-
proach can also be found there. The most
demanding computational step in the GPR
scheme is solving Equation (3). The computa-
tional effort to solve this system can be reduced
by limiting the size of the covariance matrix.
Our multi-level scheme achieves this by solv-
ing several smaller systems instead of one sin-
gle large system. This eliminates the formal
scaling with the number of steps in the opti-
mization history. To achieve this, we take the
oldest m training points in the GP to build
a separate GP called GP1. This is done as
soon as the number of training points reaches
Nmax. The predicted GPR-PES from GP1 is
used as Eprior(~x) in Equation (2) for the GP
built with the remaining Nmax − m training
points that we call GP0. The new training
points are added to GP0. When GP0 eventu-
ally has more than Nmax training points we re-
name GP1 to GP2 and use the m oldest training
points in GP0 to build a new GP1. We always
take GPi+1 as the prior to GPi. The GPq with
the highest index q just uses the mean of all
energy values at the contained training points
as its prior. The number of levels increases
along the optimization but since the number
of points in all GPi is kept below a certain con-
stant the formal scaling of our GPR scheme is
O (d3). Splitting the points which were used to
converge the smallest eigenvalue of the Hessian
(according to the procedure for the converging
of the transition mode described above) leads
to a loss in accuracy of the second order infor-
mation of the GPR-PES and consequently, to
inaccurate predictions of the step direction by
the underlying P-RFO. Therefore, we increase
Nmax and m by one if those points would be
split into different levels and try the splitting
again after including the next training point.
When we successfully performed the splitting,
the original values of Nmax and m are restored.
We set the values Nmax = 60 and m = 10 for
all tests performed in this paper. We also want
to guarantee that we always have information
about the second derivative in GP0. Therefore,
we start our Hessian approximation via Proce-
dure 1 after Nmax −m = 50 steps on the PES.
As a result, the points that belong to the last
Hessian approximation are always included in
GP0. The method described so far is referred
to as GPRTS in the following.
Finding a starting point via IDPP. If one
intends to find a TS that connects two known
minima, the algorithm tries to find a good guess
for the starting point of the TS search auto-
matically. To that end we optimize a nudged
elastic band (NEB)21,22 in the image depen-
dent pair potential (IDPP).25 The construction
of this potential does not need any electronic
structure calculations, but is a good first guess
for a NEB path based on geometrical consid-
erations. Given M images ~xIDPPi , i = 1, ...,M
of the optimized NEB in the IDPP, our algo-
rithm calculates the energy and gradient of the
real PES at image ~xIDPPj with j = M/2 for even
and j = (M − 1)/2 for odd M . Only from this
point on we perform energy evaluations of the
real PES. Then we calculate the scalar product
between the gradient ~γj at point ~x
IDPP
j and the
vector to the next image on the NEB path.
β = ~γj · (~xIDPPj+1 − ~xIDPPj ) (18)
If β > 0, we calculate the energy and the gradi-
ent at ~xIDPPj+1 , otherwise at ~x
IDPP
j−1 in order to aim
at a maximum in the energy. This is repeated
until we change the direction along the NEB
and would go back to a point ~xIDPPbest at which
we already know the energy and the gradient.
The point ~xIDPPbest we found in this procedure is
assumed to be the best guess for the TS on
the NEB and is the starting point for our opti-
mizer. All the energy and gradient information
acquired in this procedure is used to build the
GPR-PES. The optimization technique includ-
ing the usage of the NEB in the IDPP potential
will be abbreviated as GPRPP.
Results
To benchmark our TS search we chose 27 test
systems: first of all, 25 test systems suggested
by Baker.31 The starting points of the optimiza-
tions were chosen following Ref. 31 close to a
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TS on Hartree–Fock level. However, we use the
semi-empirical AM132 method for the electronic
structure calculations. We plot all the TSs we
found in the Baker test set in Fig. 1. These TSs
were found by GPRTS except for the TS in sys-
tem 4, 10, and 15 for which we used the dimer
method. These exceptions were made since the
GPRTS method finds a different transition than
implied by the test set for system 4 and 10. For
system 15 GPRTS does not converge.
Furthermore, we chose two test systems
on DFT level using the BP86 functional33,34
and the 6-31G* basis set.35 Firstly, an in-
tramolecular [1,5] H shift of 1,3(Z)-hexadiene
to 2(E),4(Z)-hexadiene as investigated in Ref.
36. Secondly, an asymmetric allylation of a sim-
ple isoxazolinone as investigated in Ref. 37, see
Fig. 2. The starting points for the TS searches
on those two systems were chosen by chemical
intuition to approximate the real TS.
In the next section we compare the new GPR-
based TS search (GPRTS) against the dimer
method and the P-RFO method as they are im-
plemented in DL-FIND. This is our first bench-
mark. In the following section we evaluate our
GPRPP approach as a second benchmark.
Every time the energy is evaluated we also
evaluate the gradient, a process which will be
referred to merely as energy evaluation in the
following for simplicity.
Benchmarking the optimization. We op-
timized the TSs of our test set using the
new GPRTS optimizer and also the established
dimer method and the P-RFO method in DL-
FIND. We compare the number of energy eval-
uations that all three methods need until con-
vergence in table 1. Note that analytic Hes-
sians are available for systems 26 and 27. P-
RFO uses 8 (4) analytic Hessians for system 26
(27). Those are not counted as energy evalu-
ations. In the other systems the Hessians are
calculated using central difference approxima-
tion via gradients. The required 2d gradients
are counted as energy evaluations in the table.
Note that every energy evaluation in our tables
always refers to evaluating the energy and the
gradient of the PES. We chose a maximum step
size of smax = 0.3 and a tolerance δ = 3× 10−4
Figure 1: All TSs for the Baker test set.
Figure 2: TSs found by GPRTS for system
26, the [1,5] H shift of 1,3(Z)-hexadiene to
2(E),4(Z)-hexadiene, (left) and system 27, isox-
azolinone, (right).
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Table 1: A comparison of GPRTS to dimer and P-RFO in our test systems, sorted by
the number of dimensions d. The number of required energy calculations until con-
vergence is shown, as well as the energy difference (Hartree) and RMSD values (A˚ng)
of the resulting structure compared to the structure found by GPRTS. Convergence
problems of the AM1 method are marked with err, non-convergence after 1000 energy
evaluations is marked nc for not converged.
Energy evaluations Energy differences RMSD values
d GPRTS dimer P-RFO dimer P-RFO dimer P-RFO ID
57 87 218 193 1.00× 10−7 −2.30× 10−6 1.21× 10−2 5.01× 10−3 27
48 79 155 372 −5.00× 10−7 −4.11× 10−2 3.54× 10−3 9.84× 10−1 26
48 47 171 nc 9.97× 10−7 2.24× 10−3 9
42 34 83 130 1.79× 10−7 −1.86× 10−6 3.83× 10−3 3.02× 10−3 17
33 101 288 232 3.96× 10−8 3.33× 10−5 6.30× 10−3 7.12× 10−2 18
30 47 106 175 −5.70× 10−3 −5.70× 10−3 1.23× 10−1 1.23× 10−1 6
30 41 100 507 1.21× 10−7 −3.97× 10−2 1.81× 10−3 5.80× 10−1 7
30 28 63 83 2.49× 10−8 −3.21× 10−8 1.69× 10−3 2.87× 10−4 8
30 49 err 71 −3.05× 10−3 7.33× 10−1 11
24 25 59 85 −8.90× 10−9 −1.60× 10−7 2.00× 10−3 6.64× 10−4 5
24 25 224 151 −1.45× 10−3 −1.16× 10−1 1.03× 10−1 2.29× 10−1 10
24 22 53 68 9.42× 10−7 1.50× 10−9 2.86× 10−3 1.81× 10−4 12
24 31 88 73 5.80× 10−7 −9.05× 10−9 2.56× 10−3 8.39× 10−5 13
24 100 err 55 −2.81× 10−7 4.40× 10−3 21
21 34 76 80 4.18× 10−8 1.07× 10−8 4.21× 10−1 2.36× 10−4 14
21 31 67 79 4.33× 10−8 9.00× 10−10 2.05× 10−3 5.14× 10−5 16
21 24 211 142 5.15× 10−8 −1.06× 10−7 5.24× 10−3 3.04× 10−1 20
21 18 44 174 7.39× 10−8 −1.55× 10−3 1.99× 10−3 2.71× 10−1 22
15 36 152 66 7.97× 10−2 1.80× 10−10 2.25× 10−1 3.18× 10−5 4
15 22 69 44 −1.66× 10−8 3.35× 10−6 2.05× 10−3 7.81× 10−3 19
15 16 38 56 2.30× 10−7 1.06× 10−8 2.53× 10−3 2.20× 10−4 23
15 19 58 114 −5.80× 10−9 −1.75× 10−8 2.42× 10−3 3.92× 10−4 24
15 23 45 59 5.00× 10−8 1.51× 10−7 2.38× 10−3 1.11× 10−3 25
12 14 34 35 1.00× 10−9 6.40× 10−9 2.91× 10−3 6.77× 10−5 2
12 16 31 127 3.41× 10−9 −9.43× 10−2 2.61× 10−3 1.15 3
12 err 59 err 15
9 18 39 30 1.60× 10−9 −1.80× 10−9 3.03× 10−3 4.03× 10−5 1
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for all optimizations.
The P-RFO method calculates the Hessian at
the first point and then only every 50 following
steps. All other Hessians are inferred via the
update mechanism by Bofill.38
We see that the GPRTS method generally re-
quires fewer energy evaluations than the other
methods and has the least convergence prob-
lems. In table 1 we also show the energy differ-
ences (the energy from the respective method
minus the energy from GPRTS) and root mean
squared deviations (RMSD) of the found TSs,
compared to the TSs found by GPRTS. Looking
at the specific systems with relevant deviations
for the found TSs we observe the following dif-
ferences, compare Fig. 1:
• System 3: P-RFO finds a different TS in
which H2 is completely abstracted. Its en-
ergy is 9.34×10−2 Hartree lower than that
of the TS found by GPRTS.
• System 4: GPRTS and P-RFO yield a
smaller distance of the H-Atom to the re-
maining O atom. which corresponds to a
different transition than intended: a rota-
tion of the OH group.
• System 6: GPRTS finds a different angle
H–C–C at the carbene end.
• System 7: P-RFO finds an opening of the
ring structure which remains closed in the
other cases.
• System 10: GPRTS finds a TS in that N2
is abstracted, the dimer method finds the
depicted opening of the ring. The opening
of the ring is also found via GPRTS if one
uses a smaller step size. P-RFO finds a
closed ring structure as the TS.
• System 11: P-RFO finds a more planar
structure.
• System 14: The dimer method finds a
mirror image of the TS found by the other
methods, thus the high RMSD.
• System 20: P-RFO finds a different ori-
entation of NH3, rotated relative to HCO,
and also with a slightly different distance.
• System 22: P-RFO finds a different angle
of the attached OH group. The result-
ing molecule is not planar. The result-
ing structures of GPRTS and the dimer
method are planar.
• System 26: P-RFO does not find the H-
transfer but an opening of the ring.
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Figure 3: The Euclidean norm of the gradi-
ent with respect to the number of steps on
the PES taken by GPRTS, the dimer method,
and P-RFO in the four biggest systems in
the Baker test set. We explicitly excluded
the steps needed to optimize the minimum
mode/calculate the Hessian. We truncated the
plot for P-RFO in system 09 since it does not
converge.
Furthermore, we also compare the evolution
of the residual error of GPRTS, P-RFO, and
the dimer method during the TS search for the
four largest test systems in the Baker test set
in Fig. 3 and for systems 26 and 27 in Fig. 4. In
both plots we only count the number of steps
on the PES that are taken along the optimiza-
tion runs. The energy evaluations performed
to converge the transition mode, to rotate the
dimer, and to calculate the Hessian in P-RFO
are excluded. We see a significant speedup with
the new GPRTS optimizer. In addition, the
new method needs also fewer gradients than the
dimer method to approximate the Hessian ap-
propriately. In our optimizer we often see jumps
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Figure 4: The Euclidean norm of the gradient
with respect to the number of steps on the PES
taken by GPRTS, the dimer method, and P-
RFO in the systems 26 and 27. We explicitly
excluded the steps needed to optimize the min-
imum mode/calculate the Hessian. We trun-
cated the plot for P-RFO in system 26 since it
does not converge to the same SP as the other
methods.
of the gradient norm at around 50 steps. This is
where the multi-level approach creates the first
separate GP. Therefore, we include a possibil-
ity to increase the number of training points
in the last level GP0 in the code to get better
performance in high-precision calculations. We
do not make use of this possibility in all test
systems presented in the paper.
Benchmarking GPRPP. As described in
the previous section about finding a starting
point via IDPP we use an approximated NEB
path between two known minima to find a good
starting point for the TS search. To prepare the
input for our test systems we proceeded as fol-
lows:
• We start from the TSs shown in Fig. 1
and Fig. 2.
• We performed IRC path searches to find
the two minima connected by the TS.
• The geometries of these minima are used
as starting points for GPRPP.
• Additionally, GPRTS, dimer and P-RFO
searches are started from ~xIDPPbest . In
GPRPP, the points on the NEB path are
included in the GPR, while in GPRTS
they are excluded.
In the benchmarks reported in table 2 the ad-
ditional points to find ~xIDPPbest are included in
the number of steps that the GPRPP opti-
mizer needs, but not in the numbers for the
other methods. Our approximated NEB path
consists of 10 images for all test cases. The
number of additional energy evaluations that
GPRPP needs to find ~xIDPPbest is 2 or 3 for all
test systems. We set the same maximum step
size and tolerance value as in the previous sec-
tion. We compare the number of energy evalu-
ations all methods need until convergence in ta-
ble 2. We also show the energy differences (the
energy from the respective method minus the
energy from GPRPP) and RMSD values com-
pared to GPRPP. Note that analytic Hessians
are available for systems 26 and 27. P-RFO
uses 2 analytic Hessians for system 26 and 5
for system 27. Those are not counted as en-
ergy evaluations. In the other systems the Hes-
sians are calculated via finite differences and
the required 2d gradients are counted as en-
ergy evaluations in the table. We observe that
GPRPP and GPRTS yield consistently good re-
sults. Comparing GPRPP and GPRTS we see
no clear tendency whether it is useful to include
the points that lead to ~vbest in order to improve
the speed of the convergence. On the other
hand, we have one system that only converges
when these points are included. We conclude
that the stability might be improved using the
GPRPP method with the additional training
points in comparison to pure GPRTS. This will
strongly depend on the choice of the starting
point for GPRTS.
Looking at the energy differences and RMSD
values we see a few deviations between the re-
sults of the different methods that we like to
discuss, compare Fig. 1.
• System 4: The abstracted H atom has a
different angle and distance in every opti-
mization.
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• System 10: GPRPP and P-RFO found a
closed, symmetric ring structure. GPRTS
found a similar ring as in the reference
structure depicted in Fig. 1, only with
larger distance of the two nitrogen atoms
to the carbons. The dimer method leads
to a problem with the AM1 SCF conver-
gence.
• System 11: P-RFO finds a more planar
structure.
• System 12: The dimer method does not
converge. All other methods yield the
same TS, in which the two hydrogen
atoms that get abstracted are moved more
towards one of the carbon atoms.
• System 14: Dimer, GPRTS and P-RFO
all find the mirror image of the TS found
by GPRPP.
• System 15: GPRPP converges to the cor-
rect SP but the suggested starting point
leads all other methods to a configuration
for which the AM1 SCF cycles do not con-
verge anymore.
• System 18: Dimer and P-RFO yield
slightly different angles between the
atoms.
• System 20: GPRTS yields unrealistic
large distances of the two molecules. The
other two methods do not converge. They
start unrealistically increasing the dis-
tance of the two molecules as well.
• System 23: GPRPP finds the same TS as
depicted in Fig. 1, only with a different
angle of the hydrogen that is attached to
the nitrogen. All other methods find too
large, and each a different, distance of the
H2 that is abstracted.
• System 27: P-RFO finds a different orien-
tation of the ring structure corresponding
to a different TS.
The clear superiority of the new optimizer in
the test systems indicates that the GPR-based
representation of the Hessian is very well suited
for finding the minimum mode. The suggested
starting points ~xIDPPbest for the TS searches are
plausible in most systems. Overall the initial
guess for the TS search using the IDPP seems
to be sufficient for our usage in the GPRPP
method but is generally not advisable for other
TS-search algorithms. In some test cases it can
only be used if one manually corrects for chem-
ically unintuitive TS estimates.
Timing. Our GPR based optimizer has a
larger computational overhead than the other
optimizers. Solving the linear system of Equa-
tion (3) and the P-RFO runs on the GPR-PES
surface can be highly time consuming. With
the multi-level approach we limit the computa-
tional effort of solving the linear system. Also
we parallelized the evaluation of the Hessian
matrix, needed for P-RFO, with OpenMP. We
look at the timing in the two DFT-based opti-
mization runs of our first benchmark in table 3.
Table 3: Total time in the GPRTS bench-
mark.
Time [seconds] (% used by optimizer)
ID GPRTS dimer P-RFO
26 461 (5%) 810 (0%) 3665 (0%)
27 419 (15%) 891 (0%) 1374 (0%)
The fraction of time spent on the GPRTS
optimizer can vary because the P-RFO opti-
mization on the GPR-PES converges faster or
slower, depending on the system. The time
spent on the runs using the dimer method and
P-RFO is almost exclusively consumed by the
energy evaluations along the runs.
We also have a look at the timing of the runs
of our second benchmark in table 4. Note that
P-RFO converges to a different TS in system 27
and this number is not comparable.
The presented timings were done on an Intel
i5-4570 quad-core CPU. The DFT calculations
were parallelized on all four cores, as well as
the evaluation of the Hessian of the GPR-PES.
Overall, we see that the GPR-based optimizer
has an overhead that depends on the system.
But the overhead is easily compensated by the
smaller number of energy calculations that have
12
Table 4: Total time in the GPRPP bench-
mark.
Time [seconds] (% used on optimizer)
ID GPRPP GPRTS dimer P-RFO
26 366 (5%) 353 (2%) 886 (0%) 520 (0%)
27 1041 (5%) 1473 (6%) 3608 (0%) 4129 (0%)
to be performed. The overall time in test sys-
tems 26 and 27 is reduced by a factor of 2 by our
new optimizer. The improvement will be more
significant if the optimization is done with a
higher level of electronic structure calculations.
Discussion
For our optimizations we use Cartesian coor-
dinates. In many cases it was proven that
one can improve the interpolation quality of
machine learning methods by choosing coordi-
nate systems that incorporate translational, ro-
tational, and permutational invariance.10,11,16,39
More modern descriptors like the Coulomb ma-
trix representation or the Bag of Bonds ap-
proach increase the number of dimensions in
the system. Considering the scaling of our opti-
mizer this might lead to performance problems.
It was shown that one can use a Z-Matrix repre-
sentation in the GPR framework for geometry
optimization.19 This introduces new hyperpa-
rameters for the length scales. Our algorithms
are not capable of handling those. For tradi-
tional TS optimizers the usage of internal coor-
dinate systems like the Z-matrix is not generally
advisable.31,40 Therefore, it is not clear whether
the usage of internal coordinates will improve
the performance of the optimizer significantly.
This has to be studied in future work. With this
in mind it might also be beneficial to try a dif-
ferent covariance function/kernel than the one
we used. By simple cross-validation (using a set
of additional test points to validate a reason-
able choice of the hyperparameters) on several
test systems we saw that the squared exponen-
tial covariance function yields generally worse
results. We did not test other covariance func-
tions/kernels. We also made no explicit use of
the statistical properties that GPR yields. One
can optimize the hyperparameters via the max-
imum likelihood estimation8 and one can make
uncertainty predictions of the predicted ener-
gies via the variance. The former was initially
used to explore the space of hyperparameters
σe, σg, and l. But the values that were chosen
for this paper were obtained via cross-validation
on several test systems. We found the optimiza-
tion of hyperparameters based on the maximum
likelihood estimation to yield no consistent im-
provements on the overall performance of the
optimizations. The use of uncertainty predic-
tions, i.e. the variance, could be used to find a
maximum step size dynamically. Nevertheless,
we found no advantage of a variance-based ap-
proach over using a simple distance measure as
the maximum step size.
Since the computational effort of our GPR ap-
proach scales cubically with the number of di-
mensions, we mainly recommend our optimizer
for smaller systems. In higher dimensional sys-
tems one may also have to increase the number
of training points in the last level of our multi-
level approach which makes the optimizer less
efficient. We recommend to increase the num-
ber of training points for the last level only for
smaller systems for which one wants to do high-
precision calculations.
Our algorithm apparently is more sensitive to
numerical errors than the dimer method: choos-
ing different floating point models for the com-
piler can lead to a different performance of the
optimizer. This effect can also be observed
when using P-RFO. The dimer method seems
to be almost immune to this effect. The solu-
tion of the linear system, the evaluations of the
GPR-PES, the diagonalization of the Hessian,
and the P-RFO method on the GPR-PES all
yield slightly different results when using dif-
ferent floating-point models. These machine-
precision errors can lead to varying performance
of the optimizer. In our tests the performance
varies only by a few energy evaluations (mostly
less than 5, always less than 20), to the better or
worse. In some test cases these variations might
be higher, also using P-RFO. For the bench-
marks presented in the paper we set no explicit
compiler flag and use the standard setting for
floating point operations of Intel’s fortran com-
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piler, version 16.0.2. That is, using “more ag-
gressive optimizations on floating-point calcu-
lations”, as can be read in the developer guide
for ifort.
The overall result of our benchmark is very
promising. The big advantage of the new
GPRTS optimizer is twofold: firstly, one can
get a quite precise representation of the second
order information with GPR that seems to be
superior to traditional Hessian update mecha-
nisms. Secondly, our algorithm is able to do
very large steps, as part of the overshooting
procedures. Doing large steps and overshoot-
ing the estimated solution does not hinder the
convergence since the optimizer can use that in-
formation to improve the predicted GPR-PES.
Therefore, even bad estimates of the next point
can lead to an improvement in the optimization
performance.
Our GPRPP method of finding a starting
point for the TS search seems to work quite
well. It is generally not advisable to use the
estimated starting point in other optimization
algorithms. But it is sufficiently accurate for
our GPRPP method. Also the additional points
of the NEB in the IDPP seem to improve the
stability of the optimization in many cases. If
chemical intuition or some other method leads
to a starting point very close to the real TS, the
pure GPRTS method might still be faster.
Conclusions
We presented a new black box optimizer to find
SPs on energy surfaces based on GPR. Only a
maximum step size has to be set manually by
the user. It outperforms both well established
methods (dimer and P-RFO). The speedup in
the presented test systems is significant and will
be further increased when using higher level
theory for the electronic structure calculations.
We also presented an automated way of find-
ing a starting geometry for the TS search using
the reactant and product geometries. We ad-
vise to use this approach for systems in which
the two minima are known and the estimate of
the TS is not straightforward. In the presented
test systems the method is very stable and fast.
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